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Abstract
Even though, three-dimensional representations of architectural models exist, experiencing these models like one
would experience a fully constructed building is still a major challenge. With Virtual Reality (VR) it is now possible
to experience a number of scenarios in a virtual environment. Also prototyping interactive architecture elements,
which might be very expensive, becomes possible. Thus,
researchers and designers can already start to define user
interfaces for interactive architectural elements, before
they were even built. However, it is still an open question
how exactly VR technologies can support experiencing
interactive architecture. To answer this question, we compared experiencing three-dimensional architectural models and interactive architectural elements through a 2D
screen & mouse+keyboard navigation, an head mounted
display (HMD) & keyboard navigation, and an HMD & walking for navigation. The results of our study show challenges
and opportunities regarding the immersion of these experiences.
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Introduction & Background

Figure 1: Our mobile VR system
allowing the user to walk through
an interactive archetectural
prototype.

Virtual Reality (VR) allows users to immerse into digital environments through technology that dominantly stimulates
their sensory system while reducing or preventing from stimulation caused by the physical environment. Perceiving VR
to be a real place is creating the sensation of ‘being there’,
often called ‘presence’ [10]. Presence is widely accepted to
increase through using meaningful and coherent information of different modalities [2, 7, 13, 14]. The perceived level
of presence of the user in Virtual Environments (VEs) is an
established measurement for VR immersion [17]. Presence,
which is highly related with immersion, is defined as the
subjective experience of being in one place or environment,
even when one is physically situated in another [17].
Early systems already allowed the user to look around in
VR using 3D head mounted display (HMD) [12]. Slater et
al. [11] proposed a “walking technique” aiming to increase
the user’s sense of presence within VR as free physical
walking covers more of the user’s senses [15]. Due to the
dominance of vision over other senses [16], a multimodal
experience (including haptic or proprioceptive information)
can be created by using vision only. For example, Marchal
et al. used purely vision and the change of perspective to
generate the experience of walking up and down in VR [6].
Schmidt et al. [8] went a step further. They developed a VR
system that allows the user to physically step up in VR, e.g.,
on a box. Their system “Level-Ups” provides visual and haptic information about stepping on virtual boxes through a
HMD and motorized stilts. Cheng et al. [1] proposed a motion platform consisting of several assistants who are holding the user to simulate sitting in a swing or hang-gliding.
When reflecting on their system, Cheng et al. state that
getting the timing of feedback right is the main challenge
in human-activated haptic feedback for VR. Simeone et
al. were exploring to provide haptic feedback in VR when

grasping physical objects [9]. Again, aiming for an increase
of presence in VR, they created a VR experience in which
the participants’ sensory perceptions (e.g., temperature,
size, touch, and weight) about real life objects was affected
by the design and appearance of their representation in VR.
While VR haptic feedback has been used for creating more
immersive VR experiences, using VEs and spatially aligned
haptic feedback for experiencing interactive architecture
is still an under-explored area. To explore this topic, we
conducted a user study for identifying the strengths and
weaknesses of this approach.

Experiment
We designed an experiment to explore perception of virtual
architecture through implementing typical actions people do
in architecture under various conditions of VR fidelity.
Design and participants
Our experiment follows a 3x3 within subjects design. We
controlled the architectural prototype regarding the interface
technologies: 2D screen & mouse+keyboard navigation,
HMD & keyboard navigation and HMD & walking for navigation (Figure 1). We assume that the sensation of "being
in" the prototyped environment will lead to better ways to
evaluate the architectural prototypes. Therefore, the dependent variables were presence recorded with the Presence
Questionnaire [17] and qualitative opinions on aspects that
supported or disturbed feeling presence in the architectural VR. We counterbalanced the order of the conditions to
avoid sequence effects. We recruited 18 (5 female and 13
male) participants through our university’s email list, aged
between 18 and 45 (M=22.8, SD=6.0).
Apparatus
Our three conditions had the following setups:

(C1) 2D screen & mouse+keyboard navigation: The first
condition used as setup a regular desktop with a screen,
mouse, keyboard, and a Leap Motion sensor placed behind the keyboard. The user is seated in front of the desk.
The VR is shown to the user on a monitor. The WASD-keys
were used to move, and the mouse to virtually look around
in the virtual room. The hands, sensed with the Leap Motion, could be used to interact with the environment. To
sit down on the box (see task description below), the left
mouse button had to be pressed. Once seated, pressing
the left mouse button again would result in standing up.

Figure 2: Visual guidance
application

Figure 3: Emerging chair
application

Figure 4: Grasping objects
application

(C2) HMD & mouse+keyboard navigation: The setup was
the same as in C1 except that an Oculus Rift was used
as visual output for the VE. The Leap Motion sensor was
mounted at the front of the Oculus Rift. A screen, which
was not seen by the participants, was used to show an assistant the moment when the participants wanted to grasp
the basket (see task description).
(C3) HMD & walking for navigation: The third condition’s
setup uses again the VR headset with Leap Motion. Both
was connected to a laptop which the user was carrying in a
backpack. Hence, they were able to freely walk in the physical space and move accordingly within VR. Our institute’s
corridor was the physical surrounding environment, and the
walls of this area were mapped to the dimensions of the VE.
Touching the walls in the VE would cause haptic feedback
from touching the real walls in our building. The position of
the user is tracked using a camera which recognizes ARmarkers that are mounted on the ceiling. We were using a
18x3 matrix resulting in 54 unique markers, which allowed
us to cover a corridor with 2.2m times 12m in size. Grasping and looking around was implemented similarly to the
setup of C2. The seat position and the basket orientation
(see task desciption) were shown to an assistant through

screen mirroring on a projected display that was showing
the participant’s view of the VE.
Task and procedure
After participants had filled in the consent form and had
gotten information of the course of the study, we equipped
them according to the different condition setups. For each
condition, we asked the participants to explore the VE in
three scenarios that represent three ways of exploring an
architectural prototype and acting within such environment.
(T1) Visual exploration: Participants move through VR by
following arrows, which appear at the wall, see Figure 2.
(T2) Sitting down: Participants move through VR and can
sit down on a box, see Figure 3.
(T3) Grasping objects: Participants move through VR and
can grasp a basked, see Figure 4. Inspired by the Haptic
Turk [1] the user can grasp the basket and feel the real
object as an assistant is handing over a basket to the user
in the moment he or she is grasping it.
The order of the scenarios, which serve as experimental
task, within each condition was randomized. After each
task, the participants filled in the Presence Questionnaire.
Moreover, we collected subjective opinions about each
condition regarding aspects of the system that supported
and disturbed the feeling of presence in VR. Finally, we
collected demographic data followed by the debriefing.

Results
We analyzed presence inferential statistic and qualitative
feedback on presence regarding aspects that support or
distract presence.

Figure 5: Presence (with means
and SD).

Presence
The condition with HMD & keyboard navigation, where participants did not physically move, yielded to the highest
sense of presence (considering the total score across all
tasks, see Figure 5). We use a Friedman test to analyze if
the different conditions influence the perception of presence
during the different tasks. We found a significant effect on
the presence rating (χ2 (8) = 32.655, p<.001). Post hoc
analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were conducted
with an applied Bonferroni correction, resulting in a significance level of p<.0014. We found significant differences
for presence between T2inC3 and T3inC3: p = .001 and
between T2inC2 and T3inC3: p = .001).
Aspects that distracted or supported presence
Analyzing the qualitative feedback on aspects of the system
that supported or distracted the sensation of being present
in the architectural environment shall, for example help to
better understand why C3 lacks in presence even though it
combines most modalities through allowing to walk (versus
C2). During our analyses, we focused on feedback about
the coherence and consistence of stimuli as these aspects
had been stated to be essential for the sense of presence
on VR [7, 17]. Using a bottom-up analysis and open coding,
we identified groups of participants’ comments being clustered according input and output modalities, which therefore
structure our results:
Visual output: In general the 3D view using Oculus Rift
was perceived more authentic then a 2D screen. P18, for
example, said “it looked very real and it was easy to accept
the display as some sort of reality”, and using the Leap
Motion added to that feeling of presence as participants
would see a representation of their hands and use them to
interact with the environment (P1, P7, P8).

Moving through walking: During the seated conditions
(C1, C2), “walking was a bit weird” (P17) and “turning the
head did not feel real” (P17). In contrast participants like
to move in VR. That felt like “moving in a real world” (P10)
and that they “could freely walk around” (P16). Further,
“walking and watching the environment (through virtual
windows) was good” (P13), “walking around was very intuitive” (P4), and moving through walking allows for using
the hands for object manipulation as “using mouse and keyboard for moving were keeping the hands busy and did not
allow for exploring the environment with them” (P16).
Sitting down: Sitting down in the desktop conditions (C1,
C2) was realized with a mouse click, which was not perceived to be natural (P12, P13). Sitting down while walking
had the nice advantage of performing “a real sitting down
and standing up action” (P16). In the mobile setup (C3),
participants like to have a real perceivable seat in the scene
to sit on (P5, P6, P15). Again according the consistency
between the real world and VR, participants made different
experiences. While P12 honored that the seat in the physical world was placed where it was shown in VR, P18 said
that “the slight difference in where the real world objects
were placed compared to where they were displayed was
a bit distracting”. We assume the position mismatch of the
seat may be caused by the variance in human perception
and reaction that we rely here on using a Wizard-of-Oz
method.
Hand manipulation: In general the possibility to use hands
for manipulation was appreciated (T3). Participants liked
“the visual design of the virtual hands” (P5), the possibility to “grab the object and move it around” (P7), and to
“interact with objects with hand gestures” (P7). For some
participants the hand gesture recognition worked “precise”
(P12) and was perceived to be “authentic” (P13) and “feel-

ing surface structures of the handle” (P15) was liked as
well as that they could “move objects in real time” (P6).
However, for others “the feeling of touching something in
the real world didn’t match the distance of the object in the
simulated world” (P18) and some either “couldn’t grab the
basket” (P17) or “felt the handle without grabbing it” in the
VR (P15). In summary, the Haptic Turk [1] method that we
applied for handing over the basket and for placing the seat
worked for some participants perfectly fine, while it failed
for others, especially when a mismatch in locations or time
between the physical and the virtual world was perceived.
Coherent & consistent stimuli: Real walking to move
in VR and using hands for object manipulation is intuitive.
However, position and hand tracking errors - using web
cam and Leap Motion - occur from time to time, which was
sometimes causing a distraction of the authentic VR perception. P18, for example, found a “slight difference in
where real world objects were placed compared to where
they were displayed” distracting, and “touching the basket
was not in sync with the video so it was kind of confusing”
for P9. Moreover, participants observed “stutters” (P12),
“glitches” (P10), and “a shaking environment” (P16). Even
if we told the participants to consider our apparatus as prototype, they were not able to ignore technical limitations,
and their sense of presence decreased if information mismatches occurred.

Discussion
In our study, we explored how different VR setups influence
the feeling present in a virtual architectural prototype. In
general, participants preferred VR with stimuli similar to
our everyday experience when interacting with our physical
environment. Accordingly, the 3D virtual experience was
more appreciated than the 2D screen and moving in the
VR through walking felt more natural and real than using

mouse and keyboard. Moreover, sitting down through a
similar action was favored versus using a mouse, and using
hands for object manipulation felt intuitive as it has the advantage to provide natural haptic feedback about the grasp
action as well as about surface properties of objects. Consequently, adding modalities should increase immersion as
well as presence.
However, presence only increases if the stimuli set of the
different modalities is meaningful and coherent [4, 7, 17].
Interestingly, the mobile 3D setup that involved most modalities led to less immersion and fewer presence ratings than
the seated setup with HMD, and using the hands for manipulating a physical object (basket) significantly reduced
presence sensation. We identified three aspects that can
disturb the coherence and meaningfulness of the set of
stimuli given in VR: object mismatch, time mismatch, and
spatial mismatch.
Object mismatch: Presence in VR increases through a
real action, and its feedback should be appropriate and
expected [7]. If expected feedback, which usually is a consequence of what we learned when acting in the physical
world, and feedback given by a system differs, the sense
of presence will decrease. With other words: feedback
provided in VR should be similar to the feedback the physical world is providing us with. For example, virtual rooms
should be perceived to have the same size like the real
ones. That is important when walking through VR as well
as when users touch the real walls when reaching them in
the VE. Moreover, virtual objects should have same sizes,
shapes, and textures than physical ones provided by a system as passive feedback, like our seat or basket.
Temporal mismatch: Latency is known to create motion
sickness in VR [18]. Beyond that, immediacy of control
is also important for presence, which could be reduced

through a noticeable delay between an action and the resulted effect shown in the VE [4]. Hence, an interactive
VR system has to respond to users’ actions or changes in
position with very little delay. For haptic feedback 50ms of
delay is still tolerated [5]. The basket scenario requires that
an assistant places the basket in the moment the user is
grasping it at the same location and in exactly the same
orientation as the basket is displayed in VR. However, such
grasping moments may be quite predictable and thus, the
assistant can prepare this situation through pre-positioning
the basket close to the user’s hand; any unpredictable event
(grasp correction or hand replacement) most probably will
cause a time mismatch. The reason is that the time to react
on a situation change would be up to 500ms, which is substantially more than the tolerated delay for haptic feedback
of 50ms. In Haptic Turk [1] a similar system limitation was
described as: ”a real time unpredictable event is difficult to
handle in our current system. It does not leave enough time
to properly prepare actuators for their action.” Real time
unpredictable events are challenging. However, such events
are essential in human-computer interaction as the human
behavior is hardly predictable in less than 50ms. Hence, we
propose to think about alternative ways to support haptic
feedback in VR, like Dexmo, a mechanical exoskeleton system for motion capturing and low latency force feedback [3].
Spatial mismatch: While participants were positive about
the match of the seat’s position in the real world and in VR,
the basket was not always where participants expected it to
be when relying on the virtual position. Due to the temporal
mismatch, positioning the basket seemed to be harder.
Moreover, placing the seat at the baseboard has only one
degree of freedom (DOF), while positioning the handle of
the basket in midair has six DOF. Both challenges could
also be addressed through using wearable haptic devices,
such as Dexmo.

Conclusion
Aiming to better understand sensation of presence in architecture prototype using VR, we conducted an experiment with different setups and interaction scenarios. We
discussed situation where immersion, measured as presence, was reduced when introducing certain modalities.
We highlight that, beside temporal consistency, also other
information have to match, such as object parameters and
spatial coordinates, for creating a convincing feeling of
presence. With this work, we provide insights and design
recommendations applicable for prototyping architecture in
VR.
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